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10 Youth and 
Summer Programs 

1,796

Social media 
followers 

5 

1,896
People 
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Programs
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Territorial Territorial 
AcknowledgmentAcknowledgment

LICA recognizes that our 
operational boundary falls within 
the traditional lands of the Dene, 

Cree, and Métis.  

This recognition represents respect 
and gratitude towards sharing the 
land and honors our responsibility 

to truth and reconciliation as 
members of Treaty 6, 8, and 10 

territory and the Métis Homeland. 
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VisionIn response to the expansion of oil and gas 
production in the region, LICA-Environmental 
Stewards was formed in October 2000. 
LICA, a community-based not-for-profit 
association registered under the Alberta 
Societies Act, has evolved to become a 
Synergy Group, Watershed Planning and 
Advisory Council (WPAC) for the Beaver 
River Watershed, and an Airshed Zone 
with a focus on environmental monitoring, 
environmental management, and community 
education and outreach. LICA will continue 
to facilitate all stakeholders’ voices 
when addressing issues concerning the 
environment in our region. 

Mission

Values

The environment in the LICA region is ecologically healthy 
and sustainable. 

LICA collects, shares, and acts upon credible data, 
Indigenous Knowledge and information relevant to the 
environment. This will be achieved through scientific study, 
community engagement, and meaningful partnerships. 

• We connect stakeholders and promote community 
involvement 

• We provide timely, defensible, and accessible data 
• We educate the community, advocating for 

environmental stewardship 
• We responsibly manage our resources to achieve our 

vision and mission 

OverviewOrganizational
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A Synergy Group
The mission of Synergy Groups throughout Alberta is to foster mutually satisfactory outcomes in communities 
by providing information, mutual learning, communication, skills development, facilitation, and resources. The 
strength in Synergy Groups is that they connect people and organizations; all voices are heard at the same 
table. As a multi-stakeholder group, true information sharing happens and environmental projects can be 
tailored to meet the needs of all stakeholders. 

An Airshed Zone
An Airshed’s role is primarily to monitor air quality. Guided by the Air Monitoring Directive, Airsheds 
implement stakeholder-tailored air monitoring programs to meet regional data and information needs. 
Monitoring efforts undertaken by Airsheds include direct measurement of air quality parameters and air 
effects on the environment (e.g. lake and soil acidification, precipitation chemistry, and forest health). 
Airsheds provide data which allow for the assessment of the state of air quality and trends, as well as for 
community monitoring needs including the Air Quality Health Index (AQHI). 

A Watershed Planning and Advisory Council (WPAC)
The intent of having a regional WPAC is to reach a balance between ecological values and a sustainable 
economy that contribute to a healthy overall community. The organization is designed to achieve Alberta’s 
“Water for Life Strategy” which strategically looks to ensure water availability for future generations. The 
three main goals of the “Water for Life Strategy” are: 

1. Safe, secure drinking water 
2. Healthy aquatic ecosystems 
3. Reliable, quality water supplies for a sustainable economy 

LICA is...
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Board of Directors
2021/22

Left to right: Leo Paquin, Phil Kushnir, Sheena Oman, Dana Swigart, Amanda Avery Bibo, Shareena Wilkins, 
Robert Machatis, Duane Zaraska, John Ilchuk 
On Screen: Abdi Siad-Omar, top; Shawn Elgert, bottom
Missing from photos: Richard Bourgeois, Hanna Smith, Annette Hobart, Vicky Lefebvre, Lorin Tkachuk, Nikole 
Andres, Heather Harms
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Education & Outreach (E&O)
Under the direction of the LICA Education and Outreach Coordinator, the E&O Committee plans, 
coordinates, and facilitates educational opportunities, outreach activities, and special events for the 
community. This standing committee provides opportunities for public education and participation, and 
develops educational materials and informational resources. 

Governance (GC)
Under the direction of the LICA Executive Director, the Governance Committee is a standing committee that 
spearheads policy development, bylaw and policy review, and provides their recommendations to the LICA 
Board of Directors for approval.  

Integrated Watershed Management Plan (IWMP)
Under the direction of the LICA Environmental Coordinator, the IWMP committee oversees the development 
of LICA’s Integrated Watershed Management Plan (IWMP) for the Beaver River watershed. This ad-hoc 
committee reports its activities to the LICA Board of Directors and is supported by representation from 
industry, government, indigenous communities, and the community, to allow for a diverse insight and support 
when it comes to priorities within the Beaver River watershed. 

Acid Deposition Monitoring Program Expansion 
Committee (ADMPEC) 
Under the direction of the Manager of Environmental Monitoring Programs, the Acid Deposition Monitoring 
Program Expansion Committee (ADMPEC) assists LICA in the development and oversight of the expansion 
of LICA’s Acid Deposition Monitoring Program (the Program). Phase One of the expansion will address 
development of the Acid Deposition Monitoring Plan (the Plan) to meet the needs of new regional regulatory 
compliance acid deposition monitoring and reporting requirements. Phase Two will address implementation 
of the Plan.  Phase Three will address further enhancement of the Program to implement a complete regional 
approach to acid deposition monitoring and reporting.  This ad-hoc committee reports its activities and 
requests to the LICA Board of Directors and is supported by representation from industry, government, 
Indigenous communities and the public, which allows for a diverse insight, expertise, and support for the 
development of recommendations for acid deposition monitoring in the region. 

CommitteesOur
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SummaryEducation & Outreach

LICA strives to educate and foster environmental stewardship by offering a diverse range of 
education and outreach events, programs, and activities. LICA continued to dynamically adapt 
to public health restrictions, and was delighted to return to in-person activities in 2022. Highlights 
from 2021-2022 include: 

Stream of Dreams
programs were delivered to Ecole des Beaux-Lacs (EBL) and 
Ardmore School after they were postponed in 2020. Two 
hundred and twenty-five students and staff participated in 
the EBL program, while 147 students and staff participated 
at Ardmore. Stream of Dreams is an eco-education program 
focusing on water, watersheds, and streams. After an age-
appropriate watershed presentation, students are invited to 
paint a wooden fish, which LICA installs on a fence outside 
the school. This creates a lasting community art legacy to 
beautify and inspire the whole community.

2

Contests
were organized for youth in the Lakeland. The 12th Annual 
Calendar Contest was themed ‘Small Wonders of the 
Environment’, and had students draw a picture of something 
small that has a big environmental impact. Seven entries were 
received, and each was featured in LICA’s 2022 calendar, 
supplemented by photos submitted by youth from our biannual 
Photo Contest. The LICA Earth Day Writing Contest was themed 
‘What actions do you think are most important to reduce 
climate change?’. Grade 6 students were asked to write a letter 
to the Prime Minister describing what they believe is the most 
important environmental problem to tackle; 19 entries were 
received, and awards were presented to the top three writers.

2

were provided to five Grade 9-12 classes from Cold Lake 
High School, Bonnyville Centralized High School, and 
Glendon School this year. Due to pandemic restrictions 
and the hands-on nature of this program, X-Stream Science 
programs were unable to be delivered in Fall 2021. X-Stream 
Science is an educational water quality testing program that 
gives students a hands-on learning experience in their local 
stream and the greater watershed. Participants are given the 
opportunity to learn about and experience real fieldwork 
while contributing to data collection and monitoring of local 
watershed conditions.

X-Stream Science Programs5

LICA
Workshops   
 and Events
LICA hosted a variety of virtual and in-
person workshops and events this year, 
as restrictions allowed. Please see the 
‘Community Events’ and ’Workshops’ 
sections for more highlights.

9

Classroom 
Presentations

       were delivered virtually and in-person to 
     students in kindergarten to Grade 8. These
  curriculum-aligned presentations include hands-
on activities that teach students about our local 
watershed and airshed. In-person classroom 
presentations resumed in January 2022 with our 
regular activities. LICA continued to provide virtual 
presentations with alternative activities as requested.

59

Youth 
and 

Summer
Programs 

were organized for the Bonnyville 
Municipal Library, Lakeland Centre 
for FASD, and Lac La Biche County’s Mad 
About Science day camp. LICA also hosted the Waterlution 
Traveling Art Exhibit, featuring stories about water by 
Canadian youth and illustrated by artists on textile.

10
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What Comes Next?
Creating a welcoming and inviting space is an important part 
of sustaining community use. To that end, a gazebo will be built 
in the centre of the garden during the 2022-2023 fiscal year. 

This will provide LICA with a dedicated educational space 
in which we can provide workshops, presentations, and 

hands-on demonstrations of gardening techniques. 
Finally, we will plant perennials and berry bushes 

around the periphery of the garden in Summer 
2022. These additional plants will be available 

for gathering by all local people, not just 
community garden members. Fruit trees 

will be planted around the garden 
and will provide additional sources 

of produce and shade for 
community members. LICA 

plans to complete the 
Phase 2 garden design 

by the end of 
Summer 2022. 

Community Garden
The Bonnyville Community Garden and 
Compost (BCGC) is an outreach project 
initiated by LICA in 2020. The BCGC 
is used to promote sustainability within 
the Town of Bonnyville and Municipal 
District of Bonnyville No. 87, provides a 
dedicated space for LICA’s existing and 
future education and outreach programs, 
and acts as a communal gathering place 
for our community. The transformation 
of a vacant lot will beautify the space 
and raise LICA’s presence within the 
community, as the BCGC site is in a high-
traffic area.  

Phase 1 of the BCGC project was 
completed in the 2020-21 fiscal year. 
This phase included leveling and 
landscaping the site, developing and 
installing signage, and constructing 
15 raised garden beds with in-kind 
support from our community 
volunteers and local 
businesses. The garden 
beds were constructed 
with locally 
donated lumber 
and soil. 

LICA installed a 500-gallon water 
tank to support the Phase 1 beds, with 
a sturdy tank stand built by a local 
business. A garden shed was also 
installed to store and protect the garden 
tools purchased by LICA for garden 
member use. The compost facility was 
built with construction panels in Fall 2020 
and is fully operational. In total, eleven 
of the fifteen Phase 1 garden beds were 
rented by individuals or businesses in our 
first planting season. 

LICA commenced Phase 2 of the BCGC 
project in the 2021-2022 fiscal year. 
26 additional garden beds were built, 
bringing the total number of garden beds 
to 41. These additional beds enable 

LICA to expand our outreach efforts and 
introduce more community members 
to the environmental, physical, and 
mental benefits of gardening. Fencing 
was installed around the garden site to 
protect our investment and delineates 
the boundary of the area managed by 
LICA. LICA also purchased an additional 
water tank to support the use of the 
new beds, as well as picnic tables and 
benches to encourage community use of 
the space. Additional signage was also 
installed to promote our sponsors and 
to communicate the rules of the garden 
to ensure a respectful and positive 
experience for all those who use the 
space.
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Events and Campaigns
Community

Shoreline Cleanups 
A total of three Shoreline Cleanups were held this year. LICA held one in partnership 
with the Town of Bonnyville around Jessie Lake and reported the amounts and 
types of litter collected to Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup. LICA also 
created a new partnership with Cold Lake and District Family & Community 
Support Services (FCSS) to hold a shoreline cleanup at Sandy Beach in 
Cold Lake in the second quarter. A third shoreline cleanup was held 
in partnership with the Moose Lake Watershed Society (MLWS) 
at Jessie Lake as part of the Keep Our Lake Blue (KOLB) 
Campaign. 

Stop Needless Idling

Keep Our Lake Blue
LICA once again partnered with the MLWS to launch 
our annual KOLB campaign. The goal of this campaign 
is to encourage people to take action to reduce runoff and 
pollutants from entering Moose Lake. Nutrient runoff (nitrogen 
and phosphorus) is one of the leading causes of blue-green algae 
blooms, which are toxic to humans and animals. Households that signed 
up in the KOLB campaign received a lawn sign to display their commitment 
to restoring the lake’s health and lowering the frequency of blue-green algae 
blooms. Along with a public display of their support, participants were provided 
with a list of 52 actions they could take to reduce runoff and pollutants from entering 
the lake. 

LICA worked collaboratively with 
the Alberta Airsheds Council (AAC) 
to continue the province-wide Stop 
Needless Idling campaign in Winter 
2021. This educational campaign 
describes three major benefits of 
stopping needless idling: keeping the 
air healthy to breathe, improving the 
environment, and saving fuel and money 
for participants. The campaign asks 
drivers to pledge to idle for 60 seconds 
or less when they are parked, when safe 
to do so. LICA launched a month-long 
social media campaign where different 
tips and facts were posted regarding the 
benefits of reducing one’s idling time. 

LICA also renewed our Clean Air 
Responsible Schools (CARS) program 
in conjunction with the Stop Needless 
Idling campaign. LICA partnered with a 
Grade 6 class from Art Smith Aviation 
Academy in March 2022. Students 
used Air Beams, which are handheld 
air monitoring devices, to measure the 
PM 2.5 emitted from idling around 
their school parking lot. After collecting 
data for a month, LICA returned to help 
analyze the data collected and what it 
means for the health and well-being of 
their school community.

For more information about the 
campaign, and to pledge to Stop 
Needless Idling please visit: 
https://www.albertaairshedscouncil.ca/
idle-free
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Workshop Highlights
LICA

Street to Stream 
The Education and Outreach Coordinator collaborated with partners from Cows and 
Fish and the Alberta Low Impact Development Partnership (ALIDP) to provide three 
virtual Street to Stream workshops – one for municipal partners and two for members of 

the public. Our municipal-focused workshop shared technical expertise on nature-
based stormwater runoff strategies that are effective on a municipal scale. Our 

public workshops were focused on providing information for managing runoff 
through landscaping techniques on residential properties. One public 

workshop was focused on gardening techniques like rain gardens, while 
the other was specifically tailored to managing waterfront properties. 

These workshops were delivered as a part of LICA’s Watershed 
Resiliency and Restoration Program 2 grant agreement. 

Vermicomposting

Gardening
Workshops 

LICA hosted 4 gardening workshops 
in 2021-2022. One was delivered 

virtually in April 2021, with guest speaker 
Karen Berglund from the Alberta Horticultural 

Association, titled ‘Summer Care of Your Garden’. 
Three additional garden workshops were held in 

Summer 2021 by LICA’s summer student: ‘Organic 
Gardening 101’ – an introduction to organic gardening 

techniques; ‘Pollinators and Bug Hotels’ – how to encourage 
beneficial bugs in your garden; and ‘Preserving Your Harvest’ 

– showing gardeners how to use what they’ve grown all year 
long. These workshops were provided both to promote the Community 

Garden and to provide simple, applicable gardening advice to those new 
to the hobby. LICA’s gardening workshops broke down the basics of growing 

a successful garden and provided credible information in an easy-to-understand 
format.  

Vermicomposting has quickly become one of LICA’s most popular workshops. This year, 
we hosted 20 vermicomposting workshops at schools, summer camps, and community 
events. Vermicomposting benefits our watershed and airshed by diverting food waste 
from landfills and producing a nutritious soil amendment for our plants and gardens 
without the use of chemical fertilizers. The workshop shows participants how to make 
successful vermicompost and teaches facts about the Red Wiggler worms themselves. 
All the participants built their very own vermicompost bin with materials, worms, and 
care instructions provided by LICA.  
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OverviewMonitoring Programs

Continuous Monitoring
Continuous monitoring equipment provides an almost 
instantaneous measurement of ambient concentrations for 
several pollutants. These include hydrocarbons, hydrogen 
sulphide, total reduced sulphurs, oxides of nitrogen, 
ozone, particulate matter, and sulphur dioxide. This 
monitoring method can provide a measurement of pollutant 
concentration for intervals as short as one minute, although 
the most reported sampling interval is a one-hour average.  
Continuous monitoring data are used to determine the 
Air Quality Health Index (AQHI).  LICA has 4 continuous 
monitoring stations: Cold Lake, St. Lina, Tamarack (near 
in-situ oil sands operations), and the Portable Air Monitoring 
System (located in Lac La Biche). 

LICA operates a comprehensive network of air quality and deposition monitoring stations.  Several 
different methods are used to monitor ambient air quality, deposition, and deposition effects.  These range 
from instruments that continuously sample and analyze the air onsite, to samples that require off-site 
laboratory analysis.

Time-Integrated 
Monitoring 
In some cases, a more detailed investigation is needed to 
determine what pollutants are present in the air. In these 
situations, time-integrated monitoring is used and 
involves collecting samples over a period of time 
commonly ranging from one to 24 hours. These 
samples are then analyzed at a laboratory 
to determine air pollutant concentrations. 
Time-integrated monitoring is often 
used to identify the concentration 
and composition of particulate 
matter, hydrocarbons, and/
or reduced sulphur 
compounds in the air. 

Soil Acidification 
Monitoring 
Monitoring for changes in forest soils, specifically changes 
caused by acidifying substances, is an important part of 
understanding the effects of atmospheric deposition.  This 
type of monitoring involves collecting a sample of soil and 
sending it to a laboratory for analysis. Soil acidification 
parameters are soil attributes that can be directly affected by 
acidic inputs, which in turn could affect other components of 
the ecosystem. These attributes include pH, exchangeable 
base saturation, aluminum, and base cations. 

Passive Monitoring 
This method is often used in rural and remote areas and 
requires no power to operate. In the LICA network, passive 
monitors sample for one month periods and can detect 
sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, and hydrogen 
sulphide.  Data from passive monitoring is important for 
determining regional deposition patterns.
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Monitoring Network Station Names 
2 Sand River 11 Wolf Lake 19 Beaverdam 32 St. Lina

3 Therien 12 Foster Creek 22 Cold Lake South 41 Lac La Biche

4 Flat Lake 13 Primrose 23 Medley - Martineau A Moose Lake Soil Plot

5 Lake Eliza 14 Maskwa 24 Fort George B Whitney Lakes Soil Plot

6 Telegraph Creek 15 Ardmore 25 Burnt Lake C Tucker Lake Soil Plot

8 Muriel - Kehewin 16 Frog Lake 26 Mahihkan D Cold Lake Soil Plot

9 Dupre 17 Clear Range 27 Mahkeses

10 La Corey 18 Fishing Lake 28 Bonnyville
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For each box plot, a series of concentration values are 
presented. The lower and upper ‘whiskers’ represent 
the 5th and 95th percentile respectively, while the 
lower and upper end of each bar represent the 1st 
quartile (or 25th percentile) and 3rd quartile (or 75th 
percentile) respectively. The vertical line between 
the 1st and 3rd quartile in each bar represents the 
annual average concentration; monitoring locations 
are sorted in descending order by annual average. In 
statistics, the most common definition of a percentile 
is a value below which a certain percentage of 
scores fall. For example, the 25th percentile is the 
value below which 25% of the scores (in this case, 
concentrations) in the distribution may be found. Box 
plots provide a useful indication of “data spread” 
while excluding potential outlier data points collected 
during extreme events such as forest fires, facility 
upsets, and unique weather phenomenon (data below 
5% and above 95% in this presentation of results are 
considered outliers). 

Monitoring ProgramContinuous

2021 Annual Data Summary 

Box Plot Interpretation Key 
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In 2021, Alberta’s Airsheds collectively operated over 80 continuous monitoring stations across the province. Airsheds monitor a 
variety of pollutants and meteorological parameters. Each Airshed operates a monitoring program that is designed to meet local 
objectives including long-term trend analysis, air quality health index reporting, and regulatory compliance.  This section presents 
summary statistics for 2021 continuous monitoring data collected by Alberta’s Airsheds.  Each monitoring station is represented by 
box and whisker plot; each station has a label that includes an acronym for the Airshed where the station can be found; Airsheds’ 
acronyms and their geographic location can be found in the map on this page. In some cases, Alberta Environment and Parks 
(AEP) also operates monitoring stations.

If available, the relevant threshold (the acceptable 
provincial or federal levels) for the guideline or 
standard for the pollutant is presented below each 
pollutant summary in an information box. 



Sulphur Dioxide
Sulphur dioxide is a highly reactive, colourless 
gas. It has an odour like the smell of a struck 
match. In Alberta, major sources of sulphur dioxide 
include industrial processes (upstream oil and gas, 
petroleum refining, pulp, and paper) and electric 
utilities. 

When released, sulphur dioxide can react with other 
pollutants in the air to form fine particulate matter. 
This is made up of small solid or liquid particles 
suspended in air. Sulphur dioxide, along with 
nitrogen oxides, is a precursor of acid deposition.

Health effects caused by exposure to high levels 
of sulphur dioxide include breathing problems, 
respiratory illness, and cardiovascular disease. 
People with asthma or chronic lung or heart disease 
are the most sensitive to sulphur dioxide.

In Alberta, oil and gas operations and their 
associated sulphur dioxide emissions range from 
relatively small (small, distributed well sites) to very 
large (oilsands operations or sour gas processing); 
many operations can be, and typically are, 
located close together resulting in higher localized 
concentrations of sulphur dioxide. This pattern 
of elevated concentrations near major sources 
or clusters of facilities is evident it the monitoring 
data. In 2021, the highest annual concentrations 
of sulphur dioxide were measured north of Fort 
McMurray near oilsands mines, east of Edmonton 
near refineries, and near Fort Saskatchewan’s 
petrochemical operations.

In 2021, LICA’s Tamarack monitoring station 
had an annual average concentration among 
the 15 highest measured in the province; this is 
because of the cluster of oil sands facilities near the 
station. LICA’s other monitoring stations are some 
distance from sulphur dioxide sources and have 
comparatively low concentrations.

Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objectives
Sulphur dioxide 1-Hour: 172 parts per billion 
Sulphur dioxide Annual: 8.0 parts per billion
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Total Hydrocarbons
Total hydrocarbons refer to a broad family of 
chemicals that contain carbon and hydrogen 
atoms. Total hydrocarbons are the sum of non-
reactive and reactive hydrocarbons. The most 
reactive hydrocarbon in the atmosphere is methane. 
Major worldwide sources of atmospheric methane 
include wetlands, ruminants such as cows, energy 
use, landfills, and burning biomass such as wood. 
Methane is the primary component of natural gas.
The reactive (or non-methane) hydrocarbons consist 
of many volatile organic compounds, some of which 
react with oxides of nitrogen in the atmosphere to 
form ozone.

While Alberta does not have ambient air quality 
objectives for total hydrocarbons, methane or 
non-methane hydrocarbons, the oxidation of 
hydrocarbons in the atmosphere contributes to an 
increased amount of nitrogen oxides and ozone, 
which do have objectives. Additionally, there are 
objectives for specific reactive hydrocarbons such 
as benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene, styrene, 
and ethylene.

In 2021, the highest concentrations of hydrocarbons 
were measured near the industrial complexes east 
of Edmonton as well as oilsands mining areas north 
of Fort McMurray. LICA’s monitoring stations have 
concentrations that are very close to the natural 
background for rural Alberta (1.5 - 2.0 parts per 
million) with the St. Lina monitoring station being 
among the lowest since it is an area that has few 
residents and very little industrial activity.

Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objectives
Total hydrocarbons 1-Hour: None 
Total hydrocarbons Annual: None
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Ozone
Ozone is a colourless, odourless gas at ambient 
concentrations and is a major component of smog. 
While ozone in the upper atmosphere (the ozone 
layer) plays an important role in protecting life on 
the planet from harmful ultraviolet radiation, ozone 
produced near the surface (ground level ozone) of 
the earth has environmental, health, and economic 
impacts.

Ground-level ozone is a secondary pollutant 
which means it is not directly emitted by industry 
or vehicles. It forms and degrades by complex 
atmospheric processes. Ozone is formed when 
nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds, 
the “precursor” chemicals, react in the presence of 
sunlight. However, under certain conditions, ozone 
can be degraded by some of the compounds by 
which it is also formed. This degradation occurs 
more often in cities than in rural areas because 
of the increased presence of key precursor 
compounds, namely nitric oxide. In Alberta, rural 
areas often have higher concentrations of ozone 
than urban areas. This is because ozone levels are 
generally higher downwind of ozone precursor 
sources such as cities, at distances of hundreds or 
even thousands of kilometers.

This pattern of elevated concentrations in downwind 
rural areas can be seen in 2021 ozone monitoring 
data in Alberta. LICA’s St. Lina monitoring station 
for example, is on the western edge of the airshed 
zone, making it downwind from the large precursor 
sources including the City of Edmonton and Fort 
Saskatchewan; because of this, LICA has measured 
some of the highest Provincial annual average 
concentrations of ozone at this site. Conversely, 
some of the lowest annual average concentrations 
of ozone in Alberta are measured at monitoring 
sites in cities and next to large industrial complexes 
because of the presence of other pollutants.

Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objectives
Ozone 1-Hour: 76 parts per billion 
Ozone Annual: None
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Nitrogen Dioxide
Nitrogen dioxide is a gaseous pollutant produced 
along with other nitrogen oxides during the high 
temperature burning of fossil fuels. In Alberta, air 
emissions of nitrogen dioxide are predominantly the 
result of combustion processes, including vehicle 
exhaust, coal, oil, and natural gas, with some 
emissions occurring because it is used in industrial 
processes.

Exposure to nitrogen dioxide is known to affect 
human health and the environment. Long term 
exposures, for example, have been shown to induce 
the development of allergic responses, such as 
asthma, increases the susceptibility for respiratory 
infections, and has been linked to cardiovascular 
system effects. Short term exposures can reduce 
lung function and aggravate respiratory symptoms 
and airway inflammation.

The highest annual average concentrations in 
Alberta occur almost exclusively in Alberta’s large 
cities including Edmonton, Calgary, St. Albert, 
Red Deer, and Grande Prairie. The next group of 
elevated concentrations were generally measured 
at smaller urban centers and stations in the vicinity 
of large industrial operations. All LICA’s stations, 
have annual averages in the lower 50% of all 
monitoring sites in Alberta.

Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objectives
Nitrogen dioxide 1-Hour: 159 parts per billion 
Nitrogen dioxide Annual: 24 parts per billion
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Particulate Matter (Fine)
Particulate matter is characterized according to 
size - mainly because of the different health effects 
associated with particles of different diameters. 
Particulate matter is the general term used for a 
mixture of solid particles and liquid droplets in the 
air. It includes smoke, dust, ash, and pollen. The 
composition of particulate matter varies with place, 
season, and weather conditions. This chart presents 
fine particulate matter. Fine particulate matter is 
2.5 microns in diameter and less; in comparison, 
a human hair is about 70 microns in diameter. It 
is also known as PM2.5 or respirable particles 
because it penetrates the respiratory system further 
than larger particles.

Fine particulate matter is primarily formed from 
chemical reactions in the atmosphere and through 
fuel combustion. Major sources of fine particulate 
matter in Alberta include forest fires, vehicles, power 
plants, oil and gas facilities, residential fireplaces 
and wood stoves, and agricultural burning.

In 2021, the highest overall concentrations were 
generally measured in Alberta’s large cities 
and urban centres (Edmonton, Calgary, Fort 
Saskatchewan, Red Deer) and the areas downwind 
of them (Gibbons, Lamont County). Past studies 
have determined that this is largely the result of 
secondary fine particulate matter formation; there 
are a greater frequency of days with fine particulate 
matter events between January and March driven 
by weather conditions associated with calm winds 
and temperature inversions. The other notable area 
that has elevated particulate matter concentrations 
is the oil sand mining area north of Fort McMurray; 
this is likely caused by dust from mining operations.

Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objectives
Fine Particulate Matter 1-Hour: 
80 micrograms per cubic meter 
Fine Particulate Matter Annual: None

2020



Monitoring ResultsPassive

Ozone

LICA’s passive stations are distributed throughout the 
region and the following maps show the spatial pattern of 
monitoring results for 2021. On each map, darker shades 
represent areas where the annual average concentrations of 
the specified pollutant are higher. 

The monitoring sites that have the lowest concentrations 
are those closest to or downwind from combustion sources, 
including stations in Bonnyville, Cold Lake, and near 
Highway 55. This is due to the titration of ozone by nitric 
oxide which is emitted by vehicles, home and office heating, 
and other high temperature fossil fuel-burning processes. 
Higher concentrations were generally observed at rural 
monitoring stations, particularly along the western boundary 
of the LICA Airshed Zone. These sites do not have many 
combustion sources nearby and may be influenced by 
ozone-forming processes downwind from Edmonton and 
Fort Saskatchewan. There is no current annual Alberta 
Ambient Air Quality Objective for ozone.   

Nitrogen Dioxide
In the LICA region, the highest concentrations of nitrogen 
dioxide were measured near major highways and in urban 
or built-up centers. In populated centers such as Bonnyville, 
the high density of combustion sources near the station 
(automobiles, home and office heating, trucking) are the 
likely cause for these elevated concentrations. A cluster of 
higher readings was also identified near Elk Point because 
of the prolific upstream oil and gas and associated hauling 
found throughout the southern part of the LICA region.  
Another hotspot is the busy Highway 55 and Highway 41 
intersection near La Corey. All stations had annual average 
concentrations well below the annual Alberta Ambient Air 
Quality Objective of 24 ppb. 
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Hydrogen Sulphide
In the LICA region, the highest concentrations of hydrogen 
sulphide were in and around the Town of Bonnyville, near 
Jessie Lake and Charlotte Lake. At the Bonnyville area 
monitoring station, waste material in sewage lagoons and 
the decay of plant material in Jessie Lake are the likely 
cause for elevated hydrogen sulphide. Some elevated 
concentrations of hydrogen sulphide were also measured 
at the stations close to large oil sands facilities. There is no 
current annual Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objective for 
hydrogen sulphide. 

Sulphur Dioxide
Sulphur dioxide has a strong pungent odour.  In the 
LICA region, oil sands facilities are the major source of 
sulphur dioxide. Other sources include gas plant flares, 
oil refineries, pulp and paper mills, and fertilizer plants. 
Sulphur dioxide can form acidic compounds which 
may lead to acid deposition on aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystems. In the LICA region, the highest concentrations 
of sulphur dioxide were measured near the oil sands 
facilities northwest of Cold Lake.  Although elevated, 
these average concentrations were well below the annual 
Alberta Ambient Air Quality Objective of 8 ppb. 
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Monitoring data can be used to determine 
the Air Quality Health Index.  The Air Quality 
Health Index (AQHI) provides a rating 
to indicate the level of relative health risk 
associated with local air quality employing 
a colour-coded scale alongside associated 
values from 1 to 10.  The index describes 
the level of health risk associated with each 
number as low (1-3), moderate (4-6), high (7-
10), or very high (10+) and suggests exposure 
mitigation steps for each risk level.  

In 2021, LICA had three air monitoring stations 
where the AQHI was determined: Cold Lake, 
Tamarack, and St. Lina.   

This diagram helps illustrate the AQHI regional 
patterns and observations for different locations 
across Alberta in 2021, including the three 
AQHI-capable air quality monitoring stations 
in the LICA network.  Each location on the 
chart has approximately 8500 hours of AQHI 
readings.  

In 2021, the LICA region had a “low risk” 
AQHI rating over 97% of the time.  This is 
slightly lower than 2020 due to decreased 
wildfire smoke episodes.

Air Quality Health Index
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Acid Deposition Monitoring 
Strategy for the Cold Lake Region

LICA’s Acid Deposition Monitoring Program Expansion 
Committee (ADMPEC) was formed in 2021 to assist in the 
development and oversight of the expansion of LICA’s Acid 
Deposition Monitoring Program.  Expansion of acid deposition 
monitoring in the region is needed because of:   

• new regulatory requirements for facilities in the region, 
• provincial deposition monitoring and assessment needs, 
• evolving acid deposition management frameworks, and  
• determining the regional cumulative effect of increasing 

acidifying emissions on the local environment.   

The work of the ADMPEC ultimately led to the development 
of LICA’s Acid Deposition Monitoring Strategy for the Cold 
Lake Region (the Strategy).  The image below (USEPA, 2021) 
illustrates the pathway for acid deposition in our environment: 
(1) Emissions of sulphur dioxide (SO2) and oxides of nitrogen 

(NOx) are released into the air, where (2) the pollutants are 
transformed into acidic particles. (3) These acid particles then 
fall to the earth as wet and dry deposition (dust, rain, snow, 
etc.) and (4) may cause impacts to soil, forests, streams, and 
lakes. 

LICA used an iterative process to develop its acid deposition 
monitoring approach.  The ADMPEC gathered information 
from several sources to inform the overall approach to 
implementation of monitoring activities including current passive 
monitoring in the region, emissions from local industrial sources, 
and modelling results.  The summary in this report focuses on 
sulphur dioxide since it is the primary driver for acid deposition 
in the LICA region; however, the Strategy developed by the 
ADMPEC also considers the deposition and acidification effects 
of nitrogen species.
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In the LICA region, the highest concentrations of sulphur 
dioxide were measured near oil sands facilities northwest of 
Cold Lake. Monitoring data suggest that sulphur dioxide has 
a steep concentration gradient in relation to distance from 
nearby emission sources (stack); this indicates that deposition 
of sulphur compounds is likely higher close to emission 
sources. The interpolated isopleths for sulphur dioxide in the 
map to the right are generated by averaging data collected 
by the passive network over a 10-year period; this provides 
a general indication of the spatial pattern of sulphur dioxide 
and potential sulphur deposition in the Cold Lake region over 
the long- term. 

Passive Monitoring 

One of the principal regulatory drivers for the development 
of the Strategy is increasing sulphur dioxide emissions from 
oil sands facilities in the Cold Lake region. National Pollutant 
Release Inventory (NPRI) data indicate that sulphur dioxide 
emissions from area oil sands operations have increased from 
3,500 tonnes per year (t/y) in 2011 to 8,400 t/y in 2020. 
In the 2011 to 2020 timeframe, new facilities and expansions 
have been commissioned and some existing facilities have 
had emission limits increased in response to economic 
conditions. The map to the right is a visual representation of 
the changes in sulphur dioxide emissions in the region since 
2011; most of the large sulphur dioxide source facilities are 
clustered northwest of Cold Lake. 

Emissions
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Modeling

Environment and Climate Change Canada’s (ECCC) 
Global Environmental Multiscale-Modelling Air-quality and 
Chemistry (GEM-MACH) model is increasingly becoming 
the preferred tool to simulate high-resolution outputs of 
atmospheric pollutant distribution and acidifying deposition 
in the oil sands region. Modelling results published in 2018 
used 2013 emissions data to simulate total sulphur deposition 
in Alberta. Although the emissions profile has changed, 
the model suggests that the deployment of LICA’s passive 
monitoring stations is reasonably well-suited to detect the 
gradient of predicted sulphur deposition in the Cold Lake 
Region. GEM-MACH sulphur deposition simulation results are 
presented on the map to the right (adapted from Makar et. al. 
2018). 

LICA’s Acid Deposition Monitoring Strategy is informed by 
existing ambient measurements, emissions, and modelling 
data described and mapped above.  New monitoring will be 
implemented including wet deposition (acidic rain and snow 
fall), dry deposition (acidifying particles), and acidification 
effects on regionally sensitive soils and surface water.  
LICA will enhance all existing passive monitoring sites with 
parameters needed to determine regional acid deposition 
patterns; additionally, new monitoring locations will be 
commissioned in the areas of highest potential and predicted 
deposition.  Since ground truthing was not possible at the 
time the Strategy was created, not all new monitoring has an 
exact location identified; instead, areas have been delineated 
for commissioning new sites to be determined (TBD) in the 
2022-2023 field seasons. The map to the left presents the 
overall approach for implementing LICA’s Acid Deposition 
Monitoring Strategy for the Cold Lake Region. 
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AreasRiparian

Riparian areas are the transitional zone between water and upland areas. 
These are essential to watershed health (both land and water). Riparian 
areas have many essential functions including: 

•Trapping and storing sediment 
•Building and maintaining banks and shorelines 
•Decreasing water velocity 
•Storing, holding, and slowly releasing water 
•Increasing biodiversity 

In March 2022, LICA wrapped up various projects, part of Watershed 
Resiliency and Restoration Program (WRRP) grants funded through 
Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP). The goal of these project 
grants is to improve flood and drought resiliency through the 
restoration and enhancement of Alberta’s watersheds. The 
following projects were included in this grant funding.  
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Pressure considers natural and human-
caused factors in the greater watershed 
that may place additional pressure on 
riparian areas. Natural pressures may 
include the slope of the land, whereas 
human-caused pressure may include 
land use intensity such as road density, 
industry, or agriculture. The prioritization 
assessment uses intactness and pressure 
results to identify areas of high and 
moderate restoration and conservation 
priority.  

For example, an area with low pressure 
and high intactness would be considered 
a high priority for conservation, whereas 
one with high pressure and low intactness 
would be a high restoration priority. 
The Jackfish-Muriel Creek Riparian 
Area Assessment Report can be found 
here. The Reita Creek Riparian Area 
Assessment Report can be found here. 
The Upper Beaver Watershed Riparian 
Area Assessment Report can be found 
here. 

Riparian Health Assessments 

Information about current riparian 
conditions is valuable to help guide 
management planning strategies. LICA 
contracted Fiera Biological Consulting 
(Fiera) to conduct riparian assessments 
of the Jackfish-Muriel Creeks sub-
watershed, and the Upper Beaver 
River Watershed. Riparian vegetation 
intactness was assessed along the 
shorelines of interest using a desktop-
based assessment tool that utilizes a 
current land cover layer derived from 
satellite imagery. This process has been 
validated and is being used widely 
throughout Central Alberta.  

This assessment examines riparian 
intactness and pressure, and combines 
the results to develop a prioritization 
assessment. Riparian intactness is a 
relative scale rating assessed within 50 
meters of the shoreline. Areas dominated 
by natural vegetation are considered 
highly intact, and areas dominated 
by human-created features (e.g., 
roads, houses, agricultural crops) are 
considered to have very low intactness. 
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The Jessie Lake Restoration Project has 
been ongoing since 2016 in partnership 
with the Town of Bonnyville to help 
improve lake aroma and quality. Since 
a 2019 riparian assessment indicated a 
need for more woody vegetation, a total 
of 5,000 red osier dogwood seedlings 
were planted in the riparian area along 
the Jessie Lake trail between 42nd and 
55th streets, and 7,500 willows between 
55th and 58th streets near the rodeo 
grounds. 

Contracted by LICA, Cows and Fish, 
completed Riparian Health Inventories 
at two sites along Jessie Lake, located 
within the Town of Bonnyville. A riparian 
health inventory is a tool designed 
to help evaluate and understand the 
health of riparian areas within your 
landholdings.  

Located at NE-12-061-06 W4M 
(near the rodeo grounds), this site 
is approximately 3.5 hectares and 
encompasses 720 m of shoreline. This 
riparian area was found to be ‘Healthy 
but with Problems’ with a rating of 
73%, slightly greater than the Provincial 
Average of 69%, rated ‘Healthy but 
with Problems’. The area was found to 
have high vegetative cover, although 
invasive plant species are present. This 
site also has preferred tree and shrub 
regeneration but is still threatened by 
human activity and alterations.  

The second site is located at SW-08-
061-05 W4M (between 46 St and 41 St 
in Bonnyville), this site is approximately 
6.3 hectares and encompasses 740 m of 
shoreline. This site was found to be rated 
‘Unhealthy’ with a score of 48%, much 
lower than the Provincial Average Score 
of 69%, a rating of ‘Healthy but with 
Problems’. This site has desirable trees, 
shrubs, and vegetation cover, although 
invasive plant species are present. 
Human alterations to the site vegetation 
including the physical aspects of the site 
were also observed.  
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Beaver Management Devices  

Beavers are native inhabitants of the Beaver River Watershed 
and have had vast social, cultural, and economic importance 
in this area throughout human history. 

Beavers are a keystone species that have a large impact on 
the landscape. They can be found in streams, rivers, wetlands, 
and lakes that have access to enough woody vegetation, 
particularly deciduous (leafy) trees and shrubs to support their 
family unit.  

Funded through the WRRP grant, 5 pond levelers and 
5 exclusion fences were installed in the LICA Region. In 
conjunction with the installation of one beaver management 
device, a workshop was held as an education and outreach 
tool to demonstrate the process of how these beaver 
management coexisting tools are installed and educated 
landowners on alternative ways to manage and live 
alongside beavers.  
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Community Hub Rain Garden 
Rain Gardens are constructed for the 
purpose of holding back and absorbing 
runoff. They deliver a similar range of 
environmental benefits as ponds and 
wetlands, although they avoid the 
challenges of standing water.  

There are many benefits of rain 
gardens. A benefit that speaks to 
many landowners is that they are low 
maintenance. Once constructed and 
planted with native plant species, they 
function on their own! Extra moisture 
allows the plants to grow quickly. 

Native plants provide habitat, shelter, 
and food for wildlife such as birds, bees, 
and butterflies. With the depression and 
center of the garden allowing for more 
moisture, and the outer edges allowing 
for dryer soils, a variety of plant species 
can thrive within the garden. Rain 
gardens are not only environmentally 
beneficial, but they also improve 
aesthetics where constructed.  
Rain gardens are best for properties 
with appropriate space, properties with 
mostly manicured turf and areas where a 
tree canopy is yet to be established. 

For more information on a rain garden, 
and how it is constructed, please scan the 
QR code!  

Funded through Alberta Environment and 
Parks (AEP), and in partnership with the 
M.D. of Bonnyville, Alberta Low Impact 
Development Partnership (ALIDP), and 
Cows and Fish LICA constructed a Rain 
Garden at the Shaw House by Moose 
Lake.  

Check out the Rain Garden the next time 
you are visiting! 
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Riparian Fencing & Offsite Watering 
Riparian areas have many benefits, 
including benefits to agriculture. Riparian 
areas are rich in diverse vegetation 
which acts as shelter and forage for 
livestock. Although, livestock can pose an 
unintentional threat to riparian health and 
water quality. Impacts from cattle may 
include: 

• Increased bare ground & 
compaction,  

• Loss of woody vegetation, leading 
to decreased stream stability and 
increased erosion potential, 

• Decrease in wildlife biodiversity,  
• Increase runoff potential, 
• Increase algae growth (manure), 

and 
• An overall decrease in water quality, 

and riparian health.   

Through the WRRP grant, LICA was 
able to offer financial assistance for 
the installation of riparian fencing and 
offsite watering systems to help livestock 
producers exclude livestock access to 
riparian areas. Seven livestock producers 
took part in this project which resulted 
in a total of 13,594.60 m of fencing, 
and the installation of 9 offsite watering 
systems.  

Once vegetation re-establishes, the 
riparian areas will function as water 
storage in the upper reaches of the 
drainage basin and reduce the intensity 
of runoff from stormwater. The offsite 
watering systems will allow the livestock 
operation to pump water from natural 
water bodies to troughs upland, so 
livestock no longer need access to the 
riparian areas. This project in turn creates 
a large impact on the landscape and the 
overall health of nearby water bodies. 
In trials, cattle were found to walk further 
to water at a trough than drink from 
a stream. This may be related to 
animal security and comfort, 
where water access from a 
trough eliminates wading 
through mud or 
negotiating a steep 
streambank and 

grants the animal the ability to see the 
surrounding area while drinking (Cows & 
Fish, 2003).  

To highlight the projects that were 
completed, educational legacy 
signs were developed as part of the 
WRRP grant and installed around 
the LICA region to showcase Beaver 
Management Devices, Riparian Health 
& Tree Planting, Offsite Watering, 
and Riparian Fencing. Keep a 
look out for the signs in the 
region!  
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Quality Monitoring
Water

Alberta Lake Management Society (ALMS)
LICA partnered with the Alberta Lake Management Society 

(ALMS) to fund water quality monitoring in 5 lakes as 
part of the LakeWatch 2021 program. The program 

has volunteers assist in collecting water quality 
data such as water temperature, clarity, and 

chemistry; nutrient levels; and invasive 
species. Lakes sampled in 2021 included: 

Jessie, Marie, Minnie, Skeleton (north 
and south), and Upper Mann.  

ALMS compiles analyzed data into summary reports and 
conducts long-term trend analysis for lakes with 10 or more 
years of data. To see the individual lake reports, please visit 
our website www.lica.ca/resources/ or visit the ALMS website 
www.alms.ca/reports. 

Results can help determine if and what kinds of management 
efforts need to be taken to improve or sustain water quality. 
Since every lake is different, examining changes in parameters 
at a single lake over time is more valuable than comparisons 
between lakes to understand water quality and management 
needs. 
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Highlights from 2021 ALMS 
results in the LICA Region 

Chlorophyll-a and total phosphorus 
averages were significant and 
positively correlated across lakes, 
meaning that for lakes sampled in the 
LICA region in 2021, high levels of 
phosphorus were correlated with high 
levels of cyanobacteria and algae. 

In 2021, no mussels or spiny water flea (invasive species) were 
detected in the LICA region lakes sampled. 

Suspect invasive watermilfoil specimens were 
collected from all LICA region lakes sampled 
through the LakeWatch program in 2021, except 
Jessie Lake, where no watermilfoil was observed. 
All specimens collected were confirmed to be 
the native Northern watermilfoil (Myriophyllum 
sibiricum) upon genetic confirmation by the 
Alberta Plant Health Laboratory and therefore not 
a concern. 

In 2021, arsenic levels in 
Jessie Lake and Minnie Lake 
exceeded the Canadian 
Council for Ministers of 
the Environment (CCME) 
guidelines for the Protection of 
Aquatic Life. 

In 2021, Jessie Lake was in exceedance of the selenium 
CCME guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life. 
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CreekWatch 2021
LICA piloted the RiverWatch Institute of Alberta’s 
CreekWatch Citizen Science Program, a community-
based water quality monitoring program, during the 
2021 sampling season. LICA staff and community 
volunteers received training on how to utilize 
the portable lab kit donated by RiverWatch and 
sampling commenced in June 2021. Six sampling 
events took place on the Creek that flows into 
Muriel Lake from Garnier Lake. Muriel Lake Basin 
Management Society (MLBMS), volunteered to 
complete sampling throughout the sampling season.  

The CreekWatch program monitors water quality 
by assessing chemical, physics, and biological 
indicators. Chemical parameters include Dissolved 
Oxygen, Ammonia, Nitrogen, Phosphorus, pH, 
and Chloride. Physic parameters include water 
temperature and turbidity. Biological indicators 
include benthic invertebrate identification.  

Please visit the RiverWatch website to 
view results from sampling events, 
https://www.riverwatch.ca/
science-data/. 
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Management
Environmental

Integrated Watershed Management Plan 

LICA - Environmental Stewards is leading the development 
of an Integrated Watershed Management Plan (IWMP), for 
the Beaver River Watershed. Working collaboratively with 
stakeholders and rights holders, the first draft of the IWMP has 
been developed.  

An IWMP is a guidance document and planning tool for 
resource managers, including governments, planners, 
Indigenous communities, other stakeholders, and landowners 
who manage water and land resources. The plan will identify 
goals for improving and/or maintaining watershed health and 

will make recommendations on how to reach those goals. A 
watershed is the area of land where all rain and snow melt 
drain to a common waterbody, in our case, the Beaver River. 

To support the development of the Plan, LICA contracted 
Palliser Environmental Services Ltd. (PESL). PESL has led the 
development of Integrated Watershed Management Plans 
across Alberta, including the Milk River, Lesser Slave Lake, and 
Nose and Jumpingpound Creeks. They are a valuable addition 
to our team!  

Beaver River Watershed
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Input from all stakeholders and 
rightsholders in the watershed is 
needed to ensure the IWMP is relevant, 
accurate, implementable, and reflective 
of diverse viewpoints. If you would like 
to be added to LICA’s email circulation 
list for the IWMP, please contact 
Kayla Hellum, LICA Environmental 
Coordinator at watershed@lica.ca or by 
calling 780-812-2182. 

IWMP Progress
2021-2022

1

2

3

Following the first round of engagement 
in the Spring of 2021, an Engagement 
Session 1 Summary document was 
developed to highlight what we heard. 
This can be found here. 

Draft 1 of the Plan was developed in 
February 2022 following the input we 
received. The Summary of Key Contents 
document was developed from Draft 1 
and can be found here. 

The second engagement session was held in 
March 2022. This consisted of an in-person 
session at the Bonnyville C2, a private 
engagement session with Cold Lake First 
Nations, and a virtual engagement session.  

Outcome Expected Completion Date

Draft Terms of Reference April 2021

Engagement Session 1 May 2021

Finalize Terms of Reference June 2021

Engagement Session 1 Summary Document September 2021

IWMP Draft 1: Indicators, Targets, 
Thresholds, and Early Recommendations

January 2022

Engagement Session 2 March 2022

Engagement Session 2: Summary Document June 2022

IWMP Draft 2: Recommendations and Imple-
mentation Strategy

May 2022

Engagement Session 3 June 2022

Finalize IWMP September 2022
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Individual Membership
Who: General members of the public, First Nations, Metis, Provincial and Federal Governments, and Non-Government 
Organizations (NGOs). 

Membership cost: Free 

Benefits: 
• Promote your support for LICA’s work and contribute to environmental stewardship 
• Develop collaborative relationship/connections with multi-stakeholder groups 
• Access to LICA’s monitoring data for non-commercial use 
• Receive quarterly newsletters 
• Stay informed of upcoming LICA events, meetings, and volunteer opportunities 
• Eligibility to vote and run for LICA’s Board of Directors annually 
• Eligibility to be appointed to LICA’s working committees annually by LICA’s Board of Directors 

Membership is available to anyone over the age of seventeen who resides, owns property, or 
works in the LICA region for six months or more, as defined in the LICA bylaws.  

MembershipLICA

In 2021, LICA’s 
membership 

count was

287
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Industry Membership & Funding Partners 
Who: Oil & gas producers. 

Full Status Membership cost: Industry Funding Partners shall pay a portion of costs associated to LICA’s operations, 
monitoring, projects, and studies according to a funding formula agreed upon by LICA and industry members within the LICA 
region annually. Industry members are subject to participate in and adhere to the Funding Formula Agreement, including its 
principles, metrics, and conditions, as mandated within the project’s AER approval.  

Benefits: 
• Promote your support for LICA’s work and contribute to environmental stewardship 
• Develop collaborative relationship /connections with multi-stakeholder groups 
• Provide technical and directional support to LICA on regional environmental projects and programs 
• Advertisement of logo on LICA’s website under Our Supporters 
• Access to LICA’s monitoring data for commercial use 
• Receive quarterly newsletters 
• Stay informed of upcoming LICA events, meetings, and volunteer opportunities 
• A minimum of one representative from each company will be appointed to LICA’s Industry Steering Committee (LISC).
• One representative from each company is eligible to vote annually for LICA’s Board of Directors 
• Currently three industry representatives are appointed to LICA’s Board of Directors by the LISC annually. 
• Currently two industry representatives are appointed to each of LICA’s working committees annually. 

Corporate
Benefits: 
• Promote your support for 

LICA’s work and contribute to 
environmental stewardship 

• Provide financial support towards 
LICA’s initiatives and presence 
within the region 

• Develop collaborative relationship/
connections with multi-stakeholder 
groups 

• Advertisement of logo on LICA’s 
website under Our Supporters 

• Access to LICA’s monitoring data 
for non-commercial use 

• Receive quarterly newsletters 
• Stay informed of upcoming 

events, meetings, and volunteer 
opportunities 

• One representative from each 
company is eligible to vote annually 
for LICA’s Board of Directors 

Associate Membership: Industry Members not wishing to become Full Status Members shall be Associate 
Members with restricted benefits, such as having an observer status only and not having access to monitoring 
data for commercial use. Should an industry member wish to access monitoring data for commercial use, 
they may pay an annual ‘Commercial Use of Data’ fee. 

Who: Businesses, 
organizations, associations, and 
oil & gas non-producers. 

Membership cost: 
Determined by number of 
employees. 
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Municipal Government
Who: Municipal Governments (i.e., cities, towns, villages, hamlets, municipalities, etc.). 

Membership cost: Determined by population size as per current Statistics Canada figures. 

Benefits: 
• Promote your support for LICA’s work and contribute to environmental stewardship 
• Provide financial support towards LICA’s initiatives and presence within the region 
• Opportunity to increase LICA’s presence within your area; tailored to your needs 
• Develop collaborative relationship/connections with multi-stakeholder groups 
• Advertisement of logo on LICA’s website under Our Supporters 
• Access to LICA’s monitoring data for non-commercial use 
• Receive quarterly newsletters 
• Stay informed of upcoming events, meetings, and volunteer opportunities 
• One representative from each municipal government is eligible to vote annually for LICA’s Board of Directors 
• Currently four local municipal government representatives are appointed to LICA’s Board of Directors annually
• Currently four local municipal government representatives are appointed to LICA’s Integrated Watershed Management Plan 

committee annually
 
LICA is always looking for opportunities to enhance our programming and expand our outreach. We are open to new ideas and 
feedback related to how we may best serve the Lakeland region and make a positive environmental impact. 

Online membership registration is available on 
the LICA website at 
https://lica.ca/membership-form/.

Become an 
Environmental 
Steward today!  
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Rachel Hunt
John Ilchuk
John Irwin
Shawn Jesse
Marc Jubinville
Amanda Kardash
Shelby Kennedy
Garry Kissel
Nadeen Kissel
Orest Kitt

Joe Kopala
Phil Kushnir
Dylan Landstrom
Shana Langley
Nakita Lattery
Vicky Lefebvre
Monique Levesque
Caroline Lewis
Robert Machatis
Clarence Makowecki
Michael Marchuk
Fin McDermid
Brent McGarry
Sean Mercer
Don Midgley
Evelyn Mondares
Monty Moore
Nicole Murphy
Kellie Nichiporik
Francis Nkemamin
Jennifer O'Brien
Cyndi Okemow
Sheena Oman
Donna Padlesky
Leo Paquin
Clem Parenteau
Desiree Parenteau
Randy Parenteau
Bill Parker
Richard Pearce
Amanda Peardon
Brad Pelham
Artemis Pratch
Courtney Pratch
Exzodius Pratch
Gregory Pratch
Wally Qiu
Jason Quinney
Carmen Reddekopp
Madison Rehm
Nicole Sabourin

Charity Sagert
Greg Sawchuk
Stephanie Sitkowski
Hannah Smith
Brandy Smith Gaulin
Paul St.Armant
Lorna Storoschuk
Dana Swigart
Mitch Sylvestre
Natasha Syvestre
Pierre Sylvestre
Kristy Tetreau
Rick Tiedemann
Lorin Tkachuk
Larry Turchenek
Delano Tolley
Anthony Traverse
Steve Vinek
Jennifer Warren
Greg Wentworth
Gabrielle Whiskeyjack
Louise White
Shareena Wilkins
Dean Wood
Pam Wood
Andrea Woods
Colin Woods
Pauline Youngchief
Duane Zaraska
Miranda Zuk
Emma Zuk
Baby Cherry Greenhouse 
The Bonnyville Pontiacs 
Bonnyville Water Conditioning 
Canadian Tire Cold Lake 
Express Pizza Plus - Bonnyville 
Pevach Corp 
Precision Machining Ltd. 
Lakeland Co-op Home Centre 
Wholesale Club Bonnyville 

Volunteers
LICA
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Supporters
Our
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Statement
Financial

Period Ended March 31, 2022

2022 2021
Amortization of capital allocations $  1,093  1,393 

Government contract funding $  864,292  982,454 

Grant funding $  594,053  264,653 

Industry and Municipality funding $  137,441  121,984 

Interest income $  1,013  999 

Memberships $  37,125  39,214 

Total $  1,635,017  1,410,697 

Amortization $  95,999  100,398 

Bad Debt $  1,000  - 

Board and committee $  24,320  14,750 

Community Garden 
Expenses

$  12,586  - 

Contracted services $  420,905  181,043 

Environmental monitoring $  601,857  703,035 

Insurance $  12,297  10,732 

Meetings $  5,023  955 

Occupancy costs $  49,737  46,977 

Office $  22,700  23,933 

Professional fees $  7,180  7,180 

Property taxes $  4,335  4,313 

Public relations $  54,199  39,515 

Training and development $  5,895  4,720 

Travel $  3,001  2,011 

Wages and benefits $  300,772  281,211 

Watershed projects $  37,300  10,553 

Total $  1,659,106  1,431,326 

DEFICIENCY OF REVENUE OVER 
EXPENSES FROM OPERATIONS

$ (20,629) (21,604) 

OTHER ITEM $  

Loss on disposal of property and 
equipment

$ - (23)

DEFICIENCY OF REVENUE OVER 
EXPENSES

$ (24,089) (20,652)

Revenues Expenses
2022 2021

2022 2021
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Phone: 780.812.2182
Toll Free: 1.877.737.2182

Fax: 780.812.2186

E: lica2@lica.ca
Web: www.lica.ca

Office open Monday-Thursday

5107 W - 50 Street
P.O. Box 8237

Bonnyville, Alberta T9N 2J5

@infolica

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Lakeland+Industry+%26+Community+Association/@54.2695677,-110.7480903,15z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x53a7a828bf25fdbb:0xf3007d3d4e06e87!8m2!3d54.269568!4d-110.739357
https://www.facebook.com/infoLICAonline/
https://www.instagram.com/infolica/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCu4Dt6ToWWYhOyd763SbXYw
https://lica.ca/

